Adaptive Introgression: The Seeds of Resistance Populations of the European house mouse have acquired resistance to anticoagulant pesticides from a closely related species. This discovery improves our understanding of the circumstances in which interspecific genetic exchange is likely to facilitate adaptation.
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My favorite paper as a graduate student was a review by botanist, Charley Heiser [1] , titled ''Introgression re-examined'', in which he evaluated the role of interspecific gene exchange (introgression) in evolution. Botanists had long viewed introgression as a potent evolutionary force that promoted the development and acquisition of novel adaptations [2, 3] . However, zoologists were more skeptical and typically emphasized the frequently negative fitness consequences of hybridization [4] . Despite his botanical background, Heiser [1] was forced to conclude that while introgression ''may play a very significant role; it must be admitted, there is as yet no strong evidence to support such a claim.''
The strong evidence Heiser was looking for has been a long time coming. Molecular marker studies over the past three decades have shown that introgression is widespread in plants and animals [5] [6] [7] , vindicating earlier botanical views about the porous nature of reproductive barriers [1] [2] [3] 8] . However, convincing evidence of adaptive introgression has been more difficult to obtain. The paucity of examples might be due to the challenge of marshalling the diverse data sets required to demonstrate that introgressed alleles or traits have been favored by selection [9] [10] [11] . Alternatively, it might be that adaptive introgression is rare. A paper by Michael Kohn and colleagues [12] in this issue of Current Biology not only furnishes exceptionally strong evidence of adaptive introgression involving Old World mice, but it also provides insights into the circumstances under which introgression is likely to facilitate adaptive evolution.
Theory indicates that for many species -especially those with large populations -variation created by mutation is likely to exceed that provided by introgression [13] . Thus, introgression is thought to promote adaptation mainly through the transfer of favorable sets of genes rather than individual mutations. A familiar example of the latter -albeit involving horizontal gene transfer rather than sexual hybridization and introgression -has been the rapid exchange of 'cassettes' of antibiotic resistance genes between diverse bacterial species [14] .
In contrast to bacteria, plants and animals typically acquire herbicide or pesticide resistance through selection on novel point mutations or standing genetic variation [15, 16] . A striking example comes from studies of resistance to anticoagulant poisons in mice and rats [16] [17] [18] . These pesticides target the animals blood clotting system, and the first one was introduced in the early 1950s under the name warfarin ( Figure 1 ). Resistance was documented less than a decade later in Norway rats (1960), followed shortly thereafter by house mice (1964) and additional rat species (1970s). Sequence analyses later showed that the resistance had arisen independently in the different rodent species, as well as in different populations of the same species, due to convergent mutations in vitamin K 2,3-epoxide reductase subcomponent 1 (vkorc1), the molecular target of warfarin and other anticoagulant pesticides. The speed with which resistance arose in rodents, and its simple genetic basis, is consistent with theoretical expectations favoring evolution through selection on intraspecific genetic variation rather than through adaptive introgression. Thus, the findings by Kohn and colleagues [12] on the introgression of resistance mutations to anticoagulant poisons in the Western European house mouse (Mus musculus domesticus) were unexpected.
Molecular genetic analysis revealed that collections of European house mice (Figure 2 ) from southern and central Europe often carry a circa 20 megabase introgressed chromosomal segment derived from the Algerian mouse (Mus spretus) [12] . The introgressed segment includes vkorc1, which differs from the allele of the common house mouse by at least four non-synonymous polymorphisms.
While the study is exemplary in its completeness, two mysteries remain. First, why does the introgressed vkorc1 allele confer resistance to anticoagulant poisons given that Algerian mice are unlikely to have been exposed to these pesticides? The authors [12] argue that pesticide resistance is probably a pleiotropic byproduct of adaptation to a vitamin K-deficient diet as these mice eat mainly grass seeds. They support their hypothesis with evidence that vkorc1 is one of the most rapidly evolving genes in the Algerian mouse genome, as well as with observations that other seed-eating rodents display similarly high levels of resistance to anticoagulant poisons. This is a reasonable explanation that could easily be tested by assessing the fitness effects of vkorc1 variants when carriers are exposed to a vitamin K-deficient diet.
The second mystery was alluded to earlier and may be more difficult to solve. Why has resistance evolved through introgression rather than selection on standing variation in this particular case? The ease with which anticoagulant resistance arises in rodents would seemingly make introgression both unnecessary and unlikely. One possibility is that the introgressed segment contains a 'cassette' of genes that in combination confer greater resistance than could be achieved from selection on standing genetic variation or new mutations. However, there is no evidence that multiple genes contribute to resistance here. Also, because the introgressed genes diverged in a foreign genetic background, they are more likely to reduce rather than increase fitness. An alternative explanation is that the Algerian vkorc1 gene contains multiple adaptive mutations that are unlikely to have accumulated within a single allele in the short time window since house mice populations have been exposed to anticoagulant pesticides. The fact that all amino acid substitutions in the introgressed vkorc1 gene strongly inhibit vitamin K epoxide reduction [18] , and thus are likely to contribute to resistance, would support this hypothesis. Whether the overall fitness advantage of acquiring resistance through introgression is greater than from de novo mutations or standing genetic variation remains to be determined.
While Kohn and colleagues' study of introgression in European mice [12] does not by itself answer the overall question about how frequent adaptive introgression is in nature, it does make several important contributions. First, it provides an example of the multiple lines of evidence required to convincingly document adaptive introgression, ranging from identification of the causative genes and traits to documentation of their fitness effects to reconstruction of their molecular evolutionary history. Second, it suggests that introgression may play an important evolutionary role through the simultaneous transfer of multiple advantageous mutations within genes, in addition to the exchange of favorable sets of genes as previously theorized. Lastly, the study implies that human-mediated changes in selection pressures and dispersal patterns may frequently create conditions where introgression is adaptive. The latter two insights enlarge the circumstances under which introgression is likely to facilitate adaptive evolution, suggesting that close to 40 years after Heiser's seminal review [1] the time may have arrived to re-examine introgression once again.
A recent study has found that activity in multisensory brain areas, namely the premotor cortex, intraparietal cortex and the putamen, mirrors the vividness of ownership over a mannequin, induced by the body-swap illusion.
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Rene Descartes was a mind-body dualist. Yet he was painfully aware of how closely united we are with our body: ''I am not merely lodged in my body as a pilot in a ship, but.. I am so closely united to it that I seem to compose with it one whole. For if that were not the case, when my body is hurt, I, the thinking thing, should not feel pain, but would perceive the wound just as the sailor perceives something damaged in his vessel'' (1641). Almost five centuries later, we are beginning to understand how this sense we have that our body is ours is produced by the human brain. An important paper by Petkova et al. [1] , published recently in Current Biology, suggests a possible neuroanatomy of this sense of full-body ownership. In three separate studies involving the experimental manipulation of whole body ownership in healthy human volunteers, the authors show that activity in premotor cortex, intraparietal cortex and putamen, mirrors the self-reported vividness of the full-body ownership illusion. The authors argue that two mechanisms underpin our sense of owning our entire body -the integration of visual, tactile and proprioceptive information in body-part-centered frames of reference, and the perceptual binding of the separate body parts into a unified percept of whole-body ownership.
That multisensory illusions can be relatively easily induced experimentally has been appreciated for some time -Tastevin [2] first reported illusory ownership over an artificial finger over 70 years ago. Botvinick and Cohen [3] reignited interest with their account of the rubber hand illusion and, since then, a great deal has been uncovered about the nature, extent and neural substrate of limb ownership in healthy and clinical populations (see [4] for review). Petkova et al. [1] used an
